POOL SPECIFICATIONS

SIZE: 16'-6" x 22'
DEPTH: 4'-6" TO 5'-9"
PERIMETER: 390 LF.
AREA: 360 SF.
CAPACITY: 18,000 GALLONS
GALLONS: 11,500 GALLONS
TANK VOLUME: 5100 HOURS
PUMP: REVERSE 2 HP, JARSTY
PUMP FLOW: 7200 GPH, JARSTY
FILTER TYPE: MODEL CS-2000 JARSTY CARTRIDGE
RECAPITULATION JETS: IN FLOOR ONLY
SKIMMER
LIGHTING
NEIGHBORHOOD: NO
VAULTED LINER: YES
CALCINATION MODEL/TYPE: AQUAFIRE SALT
PUMPS: 2
FEED LINE: NO
BOUNDARY: NO
LION HEAD: NO
DECK JET: NO
FILLER DECK: YES 4' X 4'
SPRINKLER: NO
THERAPY JETS: NO
COPING TYPE: MARBLE
HANDRAIL TYPE: NO
TILE: 6" INTERIOR FINISH: STONE
SURFACE SIZE: 19'
DECK TYPE: MARBLE PAVING
MOTOR SIZE: NO
AUTOMATIC TYPE: NO
POOL ENCLOSURE: FENCE
PATIO FURNITURE: NO
DRAIN-O-RAIN: NO
RABBIT DECK: 12" RABBIT DECK
NOTE: A RABBIT IS REQUIRED FOR POOL AND MPOD ENCLOSURE INTO REAR 4' X 4' PROPERTY LINES
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